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 In April 1917, the United States of America entered the First World War, committing 

over 2 million troops destined mostly for the Western Front. Among the men who enlisted or 

were conscripted for the U.S. Army were American immigrants: Italians, Greeks, Germans, Slav, 

and Ottoman nationals, many of whom did not have American citizenship prior to enlistment. 

Immigrants who bore citizenship papers linking them to one of America’s enemies kick-started a 

complex national debate about immigrant loyalties, their usefulness as manpower, and the legal 

liabilities that arose with conscripting them. Meanwhile, Syrian and Lebanese immigrants saw 

opportunity in America’s manpower needs; through enlistment, immigrant leaders hoped, the 

Syrians could improve their legal standing within the United States, create new informal 

relationships with US policymakers, or even secure US support for liberation movements 

halfway across the world.  

The enlistment and deployment of some 10 thousand U.S. Syrians is a small part of this 

broader story of. immigrant military service. As part of an Ottoman diaspora that was already a 

half million strong, the Syrian migrants who enlisted in the Army did so simultaneously as new 

Americans citizens (having been given citizenship in return for service) and as part of a larger, 

transnational Syrian revolt against the Ottoman Empire. Believing that their service with the 

Entente would further the interests of Syria’s liberation from Ottoman rule, dozens of Arab 

nationalists living outside the Middle East worked as recruiters funneling immigrant men into 

service under British, French, and American flags. These émigré recruiters relied on clandestine 

networks of migration linking Syrian communities in Brazil, Argentina, the United States, and 
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elsewhere to channel young men to enlistment sites, clear their paperwork and naturalization 

status, and help them deploy to European fronts.  

Using soldier’s letters home from France, their diaries, and memoirs, I will argue today 

that Syrian immigrant troops often identified as “Syrians” and “Lebanese” (as opposed to 

“Ottoman”) in a nationalist sense for the first time through the process of military mobilization. 

Meanwhile, Arab nationalist political parties headquartered on the American Homefront used 

Syrian migrant troops as a symbol for an alliance between the Arab nationalist cause and the 

United States of America under President Wilson. In this way, Syrians’ presence on the French 

Western Front played a role in the emergence of Syrian and Lebanese politics vis a vis the 

Ottoman homeland.  

But first, let me describe the process of recruitment that brought 10 thousand Arab 

migrants (Syrians, Lebanese, and Palestinians) under service to the Entente. Starting in 1917, 

émigré political parties levied men from across the Americas on behalf of French, Canadian, and 

American Army regiments. America never officially declared war on Istanbul, an idiosyncracy 

which allowed enterprising Syrian recruiters to manage the enlistment of their immigrant co-

ethnics. Working primarily out of New York City, these recruiters managed a traffic in Arab men 

that while sanctioned by the US government remained entirely beyond state authority and 

control.  

Syrian recruiters worked across the whole of the Ottoman diaspora, levying men from as 

far away as Brazil, Argentina, and Mexico and creating new, lateral patterns of migration 

between and among the Syrian communities of both Americas. Syrian recruits found their way to 

New York, funded by emigre political parties as varied as the Lebanon League of Progress 

(pictured here), the Syria Mount Lebanon Liberation League, and the Syrian American 
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Associations of New York and Boston. Because the United States only accepted immigrant 

volunteers who had filed a Declaration of Intent to Naturalize (colloquially called the ‘first 

papers’ of citizenship), recruiters helped the men complete these papers before they appeared for 

duty. A mobilization ‘industry’ developed, with US-based ethnic recruiters at the front lines of 

seeking favorable terms for their men.  

Among the most important of the terms that émigré recruiters sought was the legal 

reclassification of Arab subjects from the Ottoman provinces in Syria and Mount Lebanon as 

distinct from other Ottoman groups deemed ineligible for military service, particularly Ottoman 

Turks. Shortly after America’s entry into the war in 1917, Syrian activists in New York pressed 

Congress for a law that would permit Syrians access to voluntarily enlist, despite that draft law 

had recently declared Ottoman nationals exempt from conscription (as ‘neutral allies of the 

(German) enemy’.) If lawmakers would distinguish Arab Ottoman subjects from the rest—and 

preferably, offer these Arab subjects US citizenship in return for their service—these activists 

argued that the diaspora’s Syrians would sign up in droves. In May 1917, they got what they 

asked for: a law marking “Syrians and Lebanonites claimed by Turkey as subjects” as distinct 

from other groups of Ottoman nationals. 

In essence, the change to the 1917 draft law extended the logic of a 1915 immigration 

ruling that granted Syrian Arabs access to US citizenship by conflating Syrian identity with 

whiteness and, critically, with Christianity. In this way, the 1917 law expanded opportunities for 

Arab Christian immigrants to enlist in the Army and, in doing so, to become US citizens. The 

law was not similarly applied to Muslim immigrants from the Ottoman Empire, be they Arab or 

Turkish. The new legal distinction also had another, transnational consequence: it was the first 

time that the Syrians were legally distinguished from other Ottomans on the basis of a new 
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national identity, in a moment when Syria itself had yet to become a national territory. The draft 

law and the Arab enlistment process which followed transformed former Ottoman subjects into 

“Syrians” and “Lebanese” in a tangible, legalistic way outside the Middle East. 

The recruiters who managed the mobilization effort bringing Syrians from across the 

Americas to New York were also the leaders of the diaspora’s nationalist political parties who 

linked their efforts to desires to reclaim Syria from the Ottoman state. These men were also 

newspaper editors, and during the war New York became the epicenter for Arabic periodical 

publishing. Using the press as a platform, they produced pro-Entente propaganda, offered 

translation services to the US War Department and Office of Information, and promoted Liberty 

Bonds within the Arab American community. These newspapermen also frequently claimed 

Syrian and Lebanese troops as symbols for their own political projects, grabbing onto them as a 

visible example of collaboration between the United States of America and the Arab nationalist 

movement. Soldiers’ biographies, images, and letters are preserved in the Arab American press, 

set into print with a nationalist gloss describing the Great War as a battle for Syrian liberation. 

But even as Arab troops fighting in Europe identified themselves with the nationalist 

identities described in the press, the fact remained that the national categories they fit themselves 

into remained flexible and floating signifiers. As competing Arab, Syrian, and Lebanese 

nationalist movements vied for the attentions of the global Arab public, the choice to identify one 

way or another carried increasingly ideological implications. As often as this patriotic politics 

produced feelings of solidarity among men, they also introduced new tensions. One Syrian 

American soldier from New York City by way of Tripoli, Syria, was Gabriel Ilyas Ward. From 

his deployment in Europe, Ward regularly corresponded with the Arab American press during 

his service with the Canadian Officers Regiment and, later, working for the British as an 
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intelligence officer. In a letter to New York, Ward described a meeting he had at a café in 

London’s Arab neighborhood in 1917. He recalled discussing Mount Lebanon’s recent famine 

with a group of uniformed Arab soldiers when the café owner, a Muslim named Saʿid, inserted 

himself into the conversation. Noticing the men’s uniforms, Said asked if they had been among 

those troops recruited in America. Ward denied his own link to the recruiters (despite that he had 

himself served as one), but that he supported the diasporic campaign as a way of securing 

‘Syrian and Lebanese emancipation’. Ward’s distinction of the categories ‘Syrian’ from 

‘Lebanese’ reflected the diaspora’s emerging nationalist idioms, but it was a distinction that 

Hashimite Arab nationalists like Said sharply rejected. Unimpressed by Gabriel Ward, the café 

owner appealed to his men for pan-Arab solidarity against the Ottomans: 

Brother, after this war we will all be together. (we will not be) ‘Syrian’ or 

‘Lebanese’. Please, I ask you to pass on my words to every colony and corner of 

your diaspora: that they are not Christian, nor Lebanese, nor Syrian. All of us are 

Arabs (living) in a Turkish house … we are all under a single shadow, and no 

work can be done [about it] unless we do it together. 

There is an interesting shift here. During the recruitment process in the diaspora, it was precisely 

the ideological flexibility of patriotic identities that allowed migrants to identify with the 

campaign—to claim, for instance, a Syrian and American identity simultaneously. But as the war 

went on and nationalist politics grew in sophistication, the semiotic flexibility that soldiers 

depended on gave way to more rigidly constructed identities aimed squarely at the homeland and 

towards specific political goals.  

Meanwhile, the realities of total war, trench life, and mass carnage wore on, and Syrian 

soldiers’ writings increasingly betrayed a resistance to nationalist ideas, along with the mounting 

belief among the men that the war would destroy, not create, new nations. In his memoirs, 

Gabriel Ward recounted the combat death of a close friend from his own regiment, Jibraʾil 
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Bishara. Ward and Bishara had travelled together to Canada from NYC to enlist in 1915. 

Arriving in France in early 1916, Bishara had been the first to charge into the battlefield, 

whereupon he was struck in the neck by shrapnel. Slowly dying in a field hospital, Bishara spoke 

with Ward, who took down some of his final thoughts. These, he mailed to the Syrian 

newspapers of New York: 

You listen to me, dear Gabriel, do not risk yourself recklessly as I have, for my 

prize will be that I die in this strange, foreign place, without seeing my family, my 

friends, or my neighbours once more. Write to them in the mahjar [diaspora] and 

tell them how I have been killed. Tell them that I have gone in martyrdom back to 

my homeland, where I pray there will soon rise a liberated Syria and Lebanon, 

free from the nations of Genghis Khan. 

Bishara’s words raise a curious blend of notions of national martyrdom with his doubts about 

fighting Syria’s war from the wrong side of the world. His complaint took aim at a central 

promise made by émigré recruiters: that Syrian soldiers fighting anywhere contributed to their 

homeland’s independence. In the accompanying letter, Gabriel Ward noted with bitterness that is 

was only death (and not deployment) that delivered Bishara back home to Syria. 

As Syrian soldiers grappled with the war’s daily realities, the émigré nationalists abroad 

were also eager to ‘claim’ the troops and transform them into a symbol for Syrian liberation. 

Often, the expectations of civilian nationalists directly conflicted with the desires of the troops 

they championed. Such was the case for an interpreter from Boston named Jurj Ibrahim Ma’tuq. 

A second-generation Syrian American who deployed to France with the US Army in 1918, 

Matuq kept a lengthy correspondence with Syrian Army recruiters in Boston. In one such letter, 

he asked the Boston Syrian community to send care packages to his fellow officers, giving the 

names and contact information for several. The letter’s recipient, a newspaper editor and Arab 

nationalist named Wadi Shakir, reprinted Matuq’s request in the local Arabic press, but placed it 
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alongside an editorial linking him directly to the Syrian war for independence. Shakir opined on 

page 1 of Fatat Boston newspaper:  

We grow up abhorring the military lifestyle, and we live timid lives in fear and 

bitterness. Then there are those of us who go to service and face a world of death. 

Those feelings of fear and timidity are in the hearts of every young Syrian 

because of the Turkish government’s brutality, of shortages and starvation … 

[but] they can draw on these hatreds to fight off eons under the Turkish yoke. 

Shakir left no room for ambiguity: these soldiers were engaged in a battle against the Ottoman 

state on behalf of Syrians around the world. He probably thought that Maʿtuq would approve of 

this narrative; instead, Maʿtuq was outraged, and he wrote Shakir a second, deeply critical letter 

in June 1918. The second note was never reprinted in the press, but I have recovered it from 

Wadi Shakir’s personal effects. In it, Matuq expresses dismay at having the names of his fellow 

troops attached to a discussion of homeland politics, and he accuses Shakir of capitalizing on the 

lives of deployed Syrians: 

You are acting as Americans, in America, [but] are you really Americans, or are 

you only Americans for your business? I just wonder what your idea was in taking 

our name, our company’s name and regiment address. I guessed it was so you 

could remember us when we die. Or was it to write to each other and attach your 

club to us, same as all the other [immigrant] clubs? I would just like to find out … 

what kind of Americans you really are. We [are] in France doing our bit, what are 

you fellows doing? 

Maʿtuq had little patience with the elite nationalists of the pen, and he closed his letter with a 

challenge to Shakir to write to deployed Syrians, rather than about them in the press.  

Ironically, the soldier’s multilayered patriotism – as simultaneously ‘Syrian’ and 

‘American’ – had already started to fall out of style among nationalist elites such as Shakir in 

favour of programmatic nationalist agendas concerned with the ‘Syrian Question’, Wilsonian 

self-determination, and the emergence of new national borders on the Middle Eastern map. The 

military recruitment of emigrants had depended on a flexible, multi-layered patriotism appealing 
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to desires for both Syrian liberation and American inclusion, but the post-war moment would 

depend on unambiguous claims to national territories, histories, and identities. At the precise 

moment that Syrian soldiers expressed their frustrations with the limitations of nationalist 

discourse, activists abroad promoted these same nationalisms in the Arab American press and to 

policymakers in the Entente. 

 To conclude, the Syrian diaspora’s experience with military mobilization indelibly 

marked the emerging nationalist idioms of the Middle East. It was through enlistment that former 

Ottoman subjects gained a preliminary legal claim to “Syrian” or “Lebanese” national identity. 

The simultaneity of “Syrian” and “American” identities facilitated the work of mobilization, 

opening service in the Entente Armies up to Syrian immigrants while engaging the American 

war effort as part of a grander bid for Arab independence. At the same time, though, once Syrian 

troops deployed abroad—almost always to European fronts, not Ottoman ones—they felt limited 

by the proclamations of civilian nationalists back home. As the conflict wore on, soldiers resisted 

being typecast as symbols for an increasingly rigid politics of homeland nationalism. If the 

politics of Wilsonian self-determination demanded that nationalists define their communities in 

exclusivist categories along territorial or ethnic lines, the Syrian troops of the Entente were 

unable to recognize themselves within these same categories. Overwhelmingly, after the war’s 

end, the Syrian soldiers from the diaspora returned home to the Americas, preferring the United 

States to the Middle East which had once beckoned them to battle. Thank you. 


